Threat Manager

ProTech’s Threat Manager hosted network security
solution provides a critical layer of network defense against
threats that can easily bypass perimeter and endpoint
defenses.
Designed to ensure compliance, Threat Manager improves
service levels and increases your satisfaction by constantly
protecting your internal networks from viruses, worms,
botnets, Trojans and other threats brought in by roaming
laptops, VPN connections, wireless access points, partner
portals and other “trusted” sources.

Key Solution Capabilities:

Why Threat Manager?
Even though most organizations use perimeter defenses
(firewalls) and employ endpoint defenses (antivirus
software), many corporations still experience ongoing
security breaches. This means that your internal networks
could still be at risk, in spite of the defenses you have in
place. As a response, Threat Manager improves network
security while ensuring compliance with policies and
regulatory mandates.

Intrusion Protection

Advanced Threat Scenario Model
With an expanded threat management approach that
exceeds typical intrusion-detection and prevention
products, Threat Manager allows you to maximize your
technical resources by eliminating false-positive incidents
and reducing associated IT costs.

• On-demand scheduling flexibility for scanning

No Assembly Required
With no software or hardware to purchase or maintain, and
no upfront investment required, Threat Manager eliminates
the burden of deployment, configuration and maintenance.
All application capability is delivered through a browser,
which provides you with a greater level of network security
at an affordable price.
Active Watch
Active Watch allows you to receive alert updates by phone
or e-mail from GIAC-certified security professionals in our
Security Operations Center (SOC), which monitors the
network 24/7 with a customized escalation response based
on compliance requirements and end-user preferences.
This even includes support with defense, remediation and
forensics.
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• Identifies and protects against over 12,000 threats
• Passively monitors network traffic
• Multilayered architecture enables superior protection
Vulnerability Management

• Continuous asset discovery, vulnerability assessment

• Comprehensive prioritization and resolution
workflow management
Compliance Automation

• Integrated PCI certification scanning included
• Comprehensive compliance reporting and dashboards in
PCI, GLBA, SOX, and HIPAA
Benefits
Threat Manager provides affordable protection for your overall
network with no upfront investment required, enabling you to:
• Improve network security by identifying threats and
vulnerabilities that evade perimeter and endpoint defenses
• Meet regulatory compliance by identifying incidents and
vulnerabilities that could impact compliance-relevant network
assets
• Eliminate false alarms typically associated with intrusion
detection technology

